
                            

 
What they’re saying about Robinson & Rohe’s Into the Night 
 
“Into the Night has all the vibes I love about folk music — well-crafted songs written from the heart and 
played with the hands, harmonies that lift the spirit — but it also features a sophistication of arrangement 
and production.” - Ani DiFranco 

“a portrait of togetherness and honest, defiant joy in a messy world,” - Anaïs Mitchell 

"A veritable cabaret and a cavalcade of musical approaches, if not a full folk revue with classical 
embellishments, their sophomore release shoots for the moon and is a showpiece for R&R’s many talents. 
This near-cinematic collection of eleven original songs – complete with an opening and closing – presents 
as being akin to a Broadway production itself."--Eric Thom, Americana Highways 
 
“on this self-penned set they bring plenty of inventiveness to their captivating storytelling ability. Robinson 
and Rohe create truly borderless music, fusing the diverse global traditions of American roots music they 
favour, without drawing too much attention to the act of juxtaposition. It’s simply the feel-good album that 
we all need, both sweet and refined, one of the most enticing albums of the year, recalling both 1960s 
groups like the Mamas and the Papas, New Vaudeville Band and contemporaries Beach House and 
Beirut.”—Alan Cackett, Alan Cackett.com 
 
"The baroque folk-pop of Liam Robinson and Jean Rohe’s new album Into the Night courses with 
sophisticated writing and arranging even as it draws from traditional styles." --Jon Sobel, Blog Critics 
 
“…human connection is a common theme on the record - It is found within the masterful harmonies, and 
the pair’s own narrative and emotive creativity seeps into the lyrical content and overarching energy that 
sets the stage for this release. Having Big Apple roots only emphasizes the swirling stress of society and 
social cues, expectation and experience, and the understanding that this one life to live is most likely 
much more than our typical day-to-day.”—Sean Hickey, Phoenixville Patch 
 
"Robinson & Rohe define themselves as a truly remarkable musical team, one capable of producing both 
tender melodies and uptempo, yet exacting, offerings that utilize imaginative arrangements, flush with 
occasional horns and strings, to affect a delicate delivery."--Lee Zimmerman, Goldmine Magazine 
 
"Human connection is a common theme on the forthcoming record from Robinson & Rohe. It is found 
within the masterful harmonies, and the pair’s own narrative and emotive creativity seeps into the lyrical 
content and overarching energy that sets the stage for this release."--Debra Kate Schafer, The Aquarian 
 
“In a musical landscape that is often ripe with generic lyrics and songs made to “trend” on social media, 
Into the Night is a breath of fresh air. Punctuated by rhythmic guitar strums, bright banjo beats, passionate 
vocals, and simple but powerful drums, Into the Night does enough to stay engaging without straying too 
far away from its traditional influences.”—Gabriel Glynn-Habron, NYS Music 



LISTEN: "Robinson & Rohe Slow Down the Moments" on You’re Going to Die: Podcast 

REVIEW: Robinson & Rohe "Into The Night" • Americana Highways 

WATCH: Robinson & Rohe, "Where I'm Coming From" (One Mic Live) Premiere - The Bluegrass Situation 

Alan Cackett - Robinson & Rohe - Into The Night 

PREMIERE: Robinson & Rohe Put Trust in Music & Each Other in ‘Off Track’ – The Aquarian 

Robinson & Rohe - The Folk Project's Golden Jubilee — The Jersey Sound 

The RGM Inbox: May 2023 — Red Guitar Music 

Music Review: Robinson & Rohe – 'Into the Night' | Blogcritics 

Hear indie music from The Levellers, Dan Bryk, Lynn Miles and others - Goldmine Magazine: Record Collector 
& Music Memorabilia 

SONG PREMIERE: Robinson & Rohe Create Enticing Dual Harmonies On "Into the Night" - Glide Magazine 

https://www.yg2d.com/thepodcast/robinson-and-rohe
https://americanahighways.org/2023/05/19/review-robinson-rohe-into-the-night/
https://thebluegrasssituation.com/read/watch-robinson-rohe-where-im-coming-from-one-mic-live/
https://alancackett.com/robinson-rohe-into-the-night
https://www.theaquarian.com/2023/05/03/premiere-robinson-rohe-put-trust-in-music-each-other-in-off-track/
https://thejerseysound.com/calendar/robinson-rohe-may-19-folk-projects-golden-jubilee
http://www.redguitarmusic.com/news/2023/5/5/rgm-inbox-may-2023
https://blogcritics.org/music-review-robinson-rohe-into-the-night/
https://www.goldminemag.com/columns/hear-indie-music-from-the-levellers-dan-bryk-lynn-miles-and-others
https://www.goldminemag.com/columns/hear-indie-music-from-the-levellers-dan-bryk-lynn-miles-and-others
https://glidemagazine.com/289258/song-premiere-robinson-rohe-create-enticing-dual-harmonies-on-into-the-night/

